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Abstract
The article presents the results of research into the time of work of maintenance department employees in
a selected production plant. The measurements have been taken for three selected employees during 9
working days. Major activities performed by the employees have been identified and classified in three basic
groups: the effective time devoted to daily duties connected with technical means maintenance, the auxiliary
time which involves preparatory and administrative works as well as the ineffective time during which the
employees undertook activities not related to the performed work. Among the ineffective and auxiliary
activities the longest lasting ones have been specified. By means of the 5Why Method the causes responsible
for the occurrence of major ineffective and auxiliary activities have been identified. As a result of the
conducted analysis, corrective measures aimed at shortening the time of these activities have been identified,
which should contribute to the improvement of maintenance department employees’ work effectiveness.

Introduction

taneous effective use of working time, materials
and equipment [4]. Maintenance teams’ work
frequently lacks a precisely specified plan of action
and priorities are established on an ad hoc basis,
usually with insufficient personal and technical
resources, so the skill of work time management
and its effective use play a particularly important
role [5, 6].
An analysis of the working time of maintenance
department employees in order to propose improvement actions has been conducted by means of
the 5Why Method. Its author is Sakichi Toyoda.
The 5Why Method was quickly implemented and
improved in Toyota corporation. It is described as
Toyota’s scientific approach method, which consists in repeated asking of the question „Why”.
Owing to it, both a given problem and its solution
become simpler and more evident. The 5Why
Method is very popular all over the world and until
present is used as a main element of Kaizen [7].
In general, 5Why can be described as a cause-and-effect analysis, because an answer to one question
automatically leads to another one, creating a logical whole until the real cause of a defect or irregularity is found. The 5Why analysis is not limited to
5 questions, but may equally well finish after 3 or 7
questions [8, 9].

Striving for perfection leads to the improvement
of enterprises’ competitiveness – the production
process is more effective, the quality of goods is
higher and manufacturing costs are lower. Effective
economy and management allow goods to be manufactured and services to be provided in a cheaper,
better and faster way than before. To achieve success, contemporary enterprises must be more efficient. In such a case rational management of employees’ time may help. The effective management
of work time in an enterprise is one of main factors
influencing the competitiveness and dynamics of
development. Satisfaction with performed work, as
well as the effectiveness of undertaken activities is
highly influenced by organisation and work time
management [1]. A higher degree of organisational
involvement of employees in the work process is
a higher form of work organisation [2].
To achieve success, an industrial enterprise must
guarantee among others the stable work of machines and devices applied in the production process. The main duties of maintenance teams include
organisation, planning, supervision and coordination [3]. Skilful control of auxiliary processes is
also important. They are necessary to guarantee full
production capacities of a company and the simulZeszyty Naukowe 32(104) z. 1
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Research method
In the investigations, each working day was divided into 4 elements. The first of them is the time
of effective work, the second – auxiliary time, the
third – break time, and the fourth – ineffective time.
The effective work time includes: consultations
with employees, pondering over a problem, repair,
check of machines and devices after repairs, inspections, maintenance etc. The auxiliary time has been
divided into: the moving of employees, filling in
the documents related to repair activities, searching
for employees or relevant parts, preparing and tidying up the workstations. Apart from that, the break
time and ineffective time have been distinguished
[10].
The research method was based on open, uncontrolled, standardized observation of employees [11].
It was aimed at measuring the time devoted by employees to a particular activity, and the received
data was recorded in chronological order. Each
employee was first informed of investigations to be
carried out. The research was conducted at the turn
of two months: August and September 2011, i.e. in
the period of enhanced production in the plant.
It was done during 9 working days and each employee was subjected to observation three times.
Three employees were examined during morning
shifts, from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Table 1. Average duration of the examined employees’ work
Activity
Effective time:

Average duration
Employee Employee Employee
1
2
3

Consultations with
employees

14.00

18.85

14.77

Pondering over
a problem

15.18

11.00

8.33

Repair

24.00

30.75

33.67

Check of the machines’
functioning after repair

10.50

11.00

5.67

Check of machines’
malfunctioning

18.60

14.50

15.43

Employees’ moving

4.02

4.00

3.85

Preparation and tidying
of a workstation

10.83

8.50

14.00

Bureaucracy

32.00

39.13

22.00

Searching for employees
or relevant parts

7.50

5.75

5.75

30.00

30.00

30.00

21.55

27.25

25.92

Auxiliary time:

Break time:
Break
Ineffective time:
Talks (not related
to work)

Ineffective
time
18%

Research analysis

Auxiliary
time
26%

Working time measurement

Table 1 presents average results for all the
examined employees.
The above table shows that the longest average
time of effective work for all employees is devoted
to: repair, consultations with employees, as well as
check of the machines so as to discover any irregularities. In the case of auxiliary time the highest
values were noted for: administrative activities,
tidying up and preparation of a workstation, while
the lowest measured values were recorded for the
employees’ moving and search for employees or
necessary parts. The average ineffective time
amounted to approximately 25 minutes.
For each employee the average time of activity
duration was calculated, which resulted in the
obtaining of data given below in a form of a pie
graph (Fig. 1).
The above graph shows that on average each of
the three employees works effectively during 50%
of the whole working day time. The auxiliary time
also accounts for a large part, which amounts to
28% (ca 2 hours). On the other hand, the ineffective
time accounts for 18% (ca 1.5 hours). The break
time is invariably 6%, i.e. 0.5 hours.

Break time
6%

Effective
time
50%

Fig. 1. Average values of the examined employees’ working
time
Working time during the day

In the next part of research the effective time,
the auxiliary time, the break time and the ineffective time in particular hours of the employees’ work
were subjected to analysis. Relevant values were
assigned to each of the eight hours of work. The
results have been given in a bar chart (Fig. 2).
From the above graph it can be concluded that
the working time is fully used in the second and
third hour of a working day. Then the employees
work the most effectively – the auxiliary time is
short, whereas the ineffective time is scarce. The
least effective work is observed at the beginning
132
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1
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3
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Effective time

4
5
6
7
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Hour of work
Break time
Ineffective time

No possibility to talk during breaks
Why?

Fig. 2. Average values of working time during the day

and at the end of the day (the first and the eighth
hour) – the effective time is short, as opposed to the
auxiliary and ineffective time.

Breaks are not coordinated

Fig. 3. The 5Why Method – ineffective time

The 5WHY Method

– activities which involve filling in the documentation, as well as other administrative activities;
– tidying up the workstation;
– employees’ moving;
– searching for parts.
The ineffective time is chiefly devoted to employees’ talks which are not related to the job.
An analysis carried out by means of the 5Why
Method allows stating that the reason for such

The last stage of research is aimed at identifying
the causes of the auxiliary and ineffective time
length. This problem was analysed using the 5Why
Method. An analysis carried out by means of this
method has been presented in figures 3 and 4. The
5Why Method allowed analysing the reasons for
the occurrence of ineffective and auxiliary time,
which consists of:

The auxiliary time is too long

Why?

Activities related to work on
documentation are too long

Long time devoted to tidying up
and preparation of a workstation

Long moving of employees

Employees look for parts

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Pondering over a problem

There is a mess in the workshop

Inconvenient location of traffic
routes

The warehouse is
not kept neat and tidy

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Programme handling is too long

Cleaning is done when necessary

Shortage of space in
the production hall

The warehouse with parts
is too small

Why?

Why?

Lack of computer literacy

There is no person responsible for
keeping the workshop neat and tidy

Why?

There are no trainings

Fig. 4. The 5Why Method – auxiliary time
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Conclusions

behaviour of employees might be the fact that the
breaks are not coordinated and employees have no
contact with each other during a break. Unfortunately, in the case of maintenance employees the
coordination of breaks with production department
workers is not possible due to the specificity of
their work. In order to prevent this problem, we can
divide breaks into shorter periods.
In the case of the auxiliary time, the major problem is time-consuming bureaucracy. The employees devote a lot of their time to pondering about
how to use the computer and the installed programme for maintenance department work support.
In order to shorten the duration of these activities,
the simplest way would be to introduce training
courses in computer literacy for the employees and
to recruit new employees in a more careful way.
Another problem resulting from the auxiliary
time measurement is connected with long-lasting
preparation and tidying of a workstation. This is
due to the fact that employees clean up the workshop only when it becomes evidently necessary.
There is no duty to tidy up one’s workstation on
a regular basis; also, there is no person responsible
for this activity. As a result, not only are the workshops dirty, which does not favour a good atmosphere at work, but also the omnipresent mess makes
it difficult to find necessary parts and tools. This
problem can among others be solved by:

The conducted analysis allows the following to
be stated:
1. The average ineffective time for all employees
accounts for 18% (ca 1.5 hours)
2. The average auxiliary time is 26% (more than
two hours).
3. The largest portion of auxiliary time is devoted
by employees to the completion of formal
documentation, involving the use of computers
and maintenance support systems, as well as to
the tidying of their workstations. An important
role is also played by employees’ moving and
their search for parts.
4. Employees work the most effectively in the 5th,
6th and 7th hour.
5. In the 1st and 8th hour employees work ineffectively.
6. The most important activity contributing to the
ineffective time is talking to other employees
about things unrelated to work.
On the basis of the analysis conducted by means
of the 5Why Method the following recommendations improving the effectiveness of maintenance
employees’ work can be formulated:
1. An attempt to coordinate or organise breaks for
employees in a different way.
2. Introduction of trainings in computer literacy
and the use of software.
3. Better selection of new employees in terms of
their computer skills and the command of their
work organisation principles.
4. Introduction of personal responsibility for keeping a workstation clean.
5. Introduction of 5S rules.
6. Introduction of a person responsible for keeping
a workshop clean and a person in charge of storage.
7. Introduction of service outlets.
8. Changing the system and place of spare parts
storage.

– trainings on how to keep a workshop tidy;
– personal responsibility for keeping a workshop
clean;
– introduction of the 5S rules.
Another problem resulting from the auxiliary
time is too long time spent by employees moving
from a workshop or warehouse to machines under
repair along the traffic routes established in the
production house. In order to shorten this time,
small, temporary workstations with necessary, the
most typical spare parts and tools could be organised (so-called service outlets).
The last problem is too long time devoted by
employees to the search for parts. A spare parts
warehouse is too small and at the same time is contained in a too small workshop. The small space,
with scarce lighting favours a mess and practically
makes it difficult to locate spare parts and tools.
This problem can be minimized by introducing:
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